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Puma recently with the well-known shoe store Sneakersnstuff in ball by Swedish cooperation, both sides with Blaze of Glory and
Ignite as the lead back to the overall design, inspired by the symbol of the local army M90 camouflage patterns as the theme and
through two pairs of shoes, the use of Nubuck leather material collocation in traditional nylon cloth cover presents in details, and India
the pressure presented SNS words but also for the two sides of the joint planning to leave a mark. 

'Swedish Camo' Pack is expected to be sold in Sneakersnstuff stores and online stores in February 6th. 

source: Sneakersnstuff

Boost technology once again drew a new page, Adidas brought it into the baseball field, became the first listed non jogging shoes,
Boost shoes! Boost Icon is designed for the best players to use, in order to strengthen the effectiveness of the players on the pitch,
Boost Icon equipped with goodelasticity Boost technology, as well as in the shoes in the body of the streamline design window
design, to ensure that the air permeability of shoes. An ankle stabilizer is also provided to increase stability. In addition, the baseball
aesthetics is redefined on the upper side by using the special lines similar to those shown by Damascus steel. This pair of basketball
shoes collocation with Adidas listed to prepare a series of "Silver Package" to the favorite baseball shoe prospecting participants,
contains Icon cleat, EQT X1 and X2 EQT mitt baseball glove and bat. Currently, Energy Boost Icons has been listed on Eastbay, a
foreign shopping website, for $150. 

on the Internet recently exposed a double Air Jordan 3 color Sample with a slam dunk contest, we have seen 3 different generations
in this pair of shoes samples using a transparent bottom, before Air Jordan 3 regardless of the original or engraved design has never
been transparent outsole (Note: the first transparent sole was used in Air Jordan 5), although this sample shoes not really listed but
also offers many possibilities to Nike in recent years, with all elements of the skill, who will have no chance to see the 3 generation
version appeared in the ice bottom shelf, right? (laughs) 

source: Sneaker News

adidas's classic shoes Crazy 8 in recent years on the most important festivals and events launched commemorative edition color,
and jiqiangkaida NBA all star weekend also did not miss, 'Aurora Borealis' version, the size of the dot shaped stacked in very
streamlined vamp, through the gradient effect of Aurora dizzy in the night sky in brilliant colors. You might as well guess which player
might be wearing it for the All-Star weekend 

source: Sole Collector

as a brand started running from Nike, 40 years ago from the beginning of creation, co-founder, University of Oregon athletics coach
Bill Bowerman once said: "if you have a body, you are an athlete. The famous quote continues to inspire Nike to introduce more
advanced technology and more professional services that will help runners around the world run faster and better. 

, known to all as Nike+, is the best witness of Nike's development of the runner's service over the years. From the initial small sole
chip runners to record personal achievements, to Nike+ Running as the representative of the Nike+ application brings intelligent
movement experience, and then to present millions of users in Nike+ community sports encourage each other and common
progress, any degree of the world sports lovers can find like-minded friends, in here the experience of their training, the most
appropriate and ultimate challenge with local characteristics. 

in order to meet more and more needs of the world's runners, and to help runners improve sports performance, Nike+ Run Club
(referred to as NRC) into Taiwan, the expiration of 8 years, and China 5 years to bring a comprehensive upgrade. It is extended by
the Nike+ community, effectively integrating the entity, the store, the entity, the running group and the service experience at the
beginning of the creation, and then creating a running ecosystem that meets the needs of all runners. 

upgrade NRC



new Nike+ Run Club membership running ecological system will include: Running, Nike+, entity running course of Nike+ Training
applications, NRC coach and speed member, NRC shop service, NRC designated partners and attached to the Nike.com and
related road running events. 
Adam Roth US, vice president of 
Nike's global running market, said: "Nike+ Run Club is an open invitation letter from Nike to all athletes, and invites everyone to Come
Run With.". It provides a bridge of communication between NRC runners, coaches, speed runners, training programs, and members
of all NRC sports communities. In the new upgrade Nike+ Run Club will encourage more run through both interesting and inspiring the
training course to join the global running community, whether you are a beginner runner, frequent training runners or the pursuit of
rapid competition can be found for you, the curriculum design in NRC. "
." 
every running enthusiast can join Nike+ Run Club as long as he is registered as a Nike+ member. The line will bring Nike+ Run Club
members of the most personalized extreme running experience. Runners can practice according to their own

in human biology is inspired by the Nike Air Max 95 since the launch to now has considerable influence, at the time of design is
known as the avant-garde and bold, but also because of this, Air Max 95 is often the major brands, well-known shoe shops used as a
joint project leading or related version should be in the festival, in the original sense of flow lines of appearance that designers can
easily sway creativity. In response to the recent American Independence Day once a year (Independence Day), especially the "Team
USA" to create a festive atmosphere to express color, color collocation on the bottom of traditional red, blue and white three
elements, wherein the metal lead and the heel shoes NIKE AIR body exudes golden word Memorial means, hidden in the tongue of
stars to enrich the details of the integrity. 

source: EU KICKS

The official 
adidas released today Dwight Howard personal endorsement of the latest and most lightweight striker Adidas D Howard shoes
Light, with Shaquille O Neal with the legend "from the Orlando magic road to the Losangeles Lakers in the background, Dwight
Howard in the box is even much of the attention of fans. The Adidas D Howard Light Z-Torsion technology brings stable collocation
protection, in addition to more light weight and streamline shoe body design, but this time on the tongue in addition to name
abbreviation logo, in particular the disc inspired design, for the shoes to add highlights. In addition, attached to the original design of
the sketch sketch, you can understand that designers have set a variety of heel stability chip modeling, and finally finished with the
present product. At present, Taiwan has listed star red color, interested fans may wish to try tight. For more photos, welcome to
Facebook, an analyst. 

source: sneakernews

1996 was first published, Reebok Shaqnosis original color only a black / white color, in this year's wave of Shaquille O'Neal with
engraved around the things people do is to bring a lot of new color, providing fans more choice. This color is inspired by the effect of
O'Neal debuted the Orlando magic, black suede and vamp by blue light material cortex woven collocation blue ice bottom, heel is the
clever use of Knight Logo and stars with signature dunk, adds Orlando magic breath. I wonder if you have seen the magic colors of
this magic team In my mind, the big, young sharks wear striped shirts and wantonly wreak havoc on the forbidden area. 
where, can, I, buy, anabolic, steroids 
overseas is expected to be on sale in August 2nd. Information on the sale of the Taiwan area is requested. Please continue to pay
attention to the follow-up reports of the tour operators. Photograph: Sole zp8497586rq
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